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Anti-moratorium
sentiment mounts
WASHINGTON (AP)—Supporters of President Nixon's po'.lcy
on Vietnam prepared nationwide
Veterans Day observances today
hosing to prove that the "great
silent majority" of Americans
supports his course In the war.
If their numbers don't match
those of antiwar demonstrations
slated for later In the week, Sen.
John Tower, R-Tex., said, "It's
because most of the silent majority are working people who can't
get tony from their Jobs."
The Veterans Day observances
are not billed as a counterdemonstratlon to the twu-day moratorium Thursday and Friday, or
the antiwar assembly slated for
Saturday. But pro-administration
organizers concede there would
probably be no Impetus for greatly
expanded programs were It not
for the antiwar programs later In
the week.
Civic, fraternal, and veterans'
groups have formed or are supporting a number of organizations
spawned to provide a forum for
those who back the President and
who disagree with the end-thewar-now philosophy of the antiwar groups.
Their focal point will be a
Veterans Day "Freedom Rally"
on the grounds of the Washington
Monument.
Across the nation, administration supporters were being urged
to keep their headlights on, parade,
fly the Stars and Stripes, and
pray-not only today, Veterans Day,
but throughout what one unit has
caUed "A Week of National Unity."
The Freedom Rally already has
drawn the support of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars (VFW) and the
American Legion. The VFW lent
Its support when It decided the
rally aptly highlights Its twomonth-old "Operation Speakout,"
which the veterans' groups says
Is designed "for American citizens
who believe In America and what
our country stands for."
The Repjbllcan National Committee in Its weekly newsletter
urged Americans who support
Nixon's stand to "stand up and be
counted, let him know..."
Both sides assert Nixon's Nov.
3 Vietnam address helped their
causes. Antiwar coordinators said
requests for bookings on Washington - bound charter planes,
trains and buses had multiplied In
the wake of the speech, In which
Nixon said current policies would
be continued.
Tower, on the other hand, said
the antiwar demonstration would be
less successful than October's
moratorium "becuase the Pres-

Phone company
discovers fraud
in credit calk
Twelve University students were
involved yesterday in Investigations by the General Telephone
Company of Ohio concerning the
fraudulent use of telephone credit
card numbers while making long
distance calls.
Gus Sarty, security officer for
General Telephone, said all twelve
students agreed to pay for the
telephone calls In question.
"Most of the students stated
they were unaware that the numbers they were using were fictitious," Sarty said.
The twelve Interviewed by Sarty
were among 38 students in the area
served by NorthernOhlo Telephone
Co. who were linked by company
computers to fraudulent credit
card cases.
The students were warned that
those Involved In a second offense
would be prosecuted.
Fictitious use of telephone credit
card numbers constitute a toll
fraud as defined by Sectlon4931.32
of the Ohio Revised Code.
It is punishable by a minimum
fine of $500 and six months In
Jail for any number of calls a(Turn to page 4)

ldent's positive statement has been
met with a majority of public
support."
Meanwhile, although antiwar
organizers have promised to avoid
violence and confrontation with
authority, the Pentagon acknowledged that thousands of troops
across the country have been
alerted for possible airlifting to
(Turn to page 9)
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Association
will appear
in November

MARATHON RUN --Jim Baker is one of the ten University students who will provide a link in the
chain of marathon runs between Michigan State University and Washington, D.C., which began at
News phoioby John Jack»on
noon November 7 in continuing support of the Vietnam Moratorium.

The Association,
nationally
known recording group, has been
signed for an appearance at the
University on November 23, according to Peter Vail, UAO director.
The concert Is scheduled for
9 p.m. In Memorial Hall.
Tickets are on sale In the Union
Ticket Office. Reserved seats are
$4.50 and admission is $4.00.
The Association, a seven-member group, began performing In
November, 1965. They have six
gold records, Including the singles
"Cherish," "Windy," and "Never
My Love," and several Grammy
nominations to their credit.
Additional best-selling singles
Include "Along Comes Mary,"
"Time For Living " and Goodbye, Columbus."
They have received gold records
for three albums, "And Then Along Comes the Association, ""Insight Out" and "The Association's
(Turn to page 8)

President discusses T.U.'s future
(Editor's note: The following
Is -.he second In a series of
studies at Toledo University.)
By BILL HRONEK
Issue Editor
and PHIL HAILER
"The future of American
colleges rests upon their ability
to work together," said Dr.
William S. Carlson, president of
Toledo University," and the relationships between Toledo University and Bowling Green University has Improved In the past
five years."
President Carlson made this
comment In a recent interview
concerning the situation facing an
urban campus like TU and a rural
campus like Bowling Green.
President Carlson said that BGU
and TU are working toward a Joint
doctorate degree program in Philosophy. They are also offering an
exchange program for education
majors whereby the students may
take advantage of the education
cources offered at both universities.
TU plans to expand Its present
student enrollment of 14,400 to
20,000 by 1975. To facilitate this
increase, the Ohio legislature has
allotted $8 million for a new library that will house 1.5 million
volumes.
In addition, $3 million was allotted for a new addition to the
student union and $1.2 million for
University Hall Improvements.
There will also be a new law
building.
The university recently broke
ground for a 16-story, 700 bed,
coeducational dormitory to be
ready in 1971. There are presently
seven dormitories for its 1200oncamjius students.
TU, like BG, has plans to Increase and Improve its athletic
faculties. Dr. Carlson said that
there Is presently a study underway with the administration,
faculty and students In regard to
Improving the Glass Bowl and the
Fleldhouse.
The Arthur Young Company, a
firm of auditors, has proposed
several plans for a dome for the
Glass Bowl, but as yet nothing
definite has been planned.
Located
approximately two

miles from 'he main campus Is
TU's Sco'.t Park campus, a twoyear technical college. The 160
acre campus has a present enrollment of 3,000 students and will
Increase to at least 10,000 by
1975. "Upon completion of their
studies at Scott Park," Dr. Carlson said, "students receive an associate's degree. Scott Park is
not Intended to be a transfer college
to a four year university. Students usually enter work upon
graduation."
Toledo's main campus consists
of seven colleges, the Colleges
of Arts and Sciences, Business,

Education,
Engineering, Law,
Pharmacy, and Com nerce. It
offers doctorate degrees in nine
fields:
education, -.engineering
science,
biology,
chemistry,
English, history, mathematics,
physics, and psychology.
"Since TU Is an urban college
many of Its students work during
the day and attend classes at
night," said Dr. Carlson. "Because of this, TU has an extensive
evening program. Business, education, engineering and law have
large evening enrollments. The
College of Law has 150 of Its
350 students In the evening."

N«w« photo by Phil HoiUt

TU'S PRESIDENT -Dr William S. Carlson talked about the development of TU and its role in an urban environment and compared

it to BGU.

According to President Carlson, the American Association of
University Professors has rated
Bowling
Green
and Toledo
slm'larly in salary ratings with
the exception of a slightly higher
salary for assistant professors
at Bowling Green.
"Although Toledo is an urban
University," Dr. Carlson said,
"we have no problems with the
city. This Is due to the fact that
we work closely with the city,
many members of the city council
are graduates of the University,
and also we were a municipal
college up until two years ago."
Some people residing In the
lelghborhoods adjacent to the Unl'erslty have expressed concern
bout their property being taken
•ver for University expansion. But
iccordlng to President Carlson,
TU has no intentions of doing this.
"The University has a standing
Invitation at all tlm-.s with the residents of these neighborhoods to
discuss any problems they may
have with the University," he said.
One advantage of an urban university like Toledo Is its favorable
relationship with the business
community.
Certain colleges at the university have been recipients of funds
to carry out research and studies.
"Owens Illinois has donated money
to the biology, chemistry, and
history departments," Dr. Carlson said, "and It is interesting
to note that Industry has developed
an Interest in humanities."
Dr. Carlson said, "Of the TU
students, "We've had no signs of
radical student movement. We have
a free speech block by the Union
whereby students can speak anytime about anything they want."
During the Oct. 15 Moratorium,
Toledo took an administrative
stand similar to that of Bowling
Green whereby class attendance
was optional to both students and
professors. However on the
upcoming November Moratorium
Dr. Carlson said, "Classes must
be covered, we can not afford to
cheat students of their education.
There may be sorni? faculty wishing to go to Washington and they
must advise their deans about
It"
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•HELL MAKE A GREAT COMEIACK-SO LONG AS HE STATS OUT OF THE RINGf
.-.•tl.lHJIlMi' Jrtl

No support
StiuU'iit Council SII.MIUI iro.il iho lack of participation in IIIMI
I liurs.l.n s flection .is cx.ictlv uh.il il rVprCdmlH -- lack of support.
Ihe prv*itlcnl of council ami m.inv of iht* member* have niubbtiml\ refused to believe ili.ii in the present svstom llonlinu (•rfon's
student IJ«»\eminent is .i powerless, ineffective e\ercine in political Science.
Council** supporters insist I hill .ill lll.ll is needed lo m.iki- St iiJenl I.ouncil worth iho lime is s.>liil hackinu from ihc student bodv.
Hul 1.050 student* oul of I2.U)T doesn't indicate solid support.
I .ion Homecoming! election* .Housed hvico .is much involvement
.it the poll*.
Mudenl < ouncil must recojsni/c this ohviou* indication of sindent opinion .ind begin work on the development of .i community
> ouncil

The real Spiro Agnew
\ ice-president Spiro I . \cno\\ lias heen fooling ns all.
I p until rtcentlv. the vice-president could s.ifeK he considered
as no more than an experl ill fluffing both feel into his amiable
smile.
Idit when he stubbornly re-a#scrted his labelling of the nnti-wur
drm.lnstiation leaders as an "effete corps of impudent mobs.
ami when Sen. liarrv (.olduatcr threw his support behind vgnovv's
remarks, a new liohl of understanding is thrown upon the vice-president.
Mis statements, which range from "You've seen one slum \ Oil ve
-.en them all" to iii —~ latest vendettas againsl anti-war demonstrators, no longer appear as simpK unthinkingly rash, hui deliberate
and authentic reflections of his views.
I he vice-president could eusilv he one of the most reactionun
minds in the Nixon \dminisirution.
His latest outburst shows a grave lack of understanding of the
anti-war movement and shallow, irrational and over-emotional \merii.i-c an-do-no-wrong sentiments.
In describing the vice-president S statements as '■accurate and
penetrating" lasl fhursday. Goldwater himself committed an \gnew ism.
He said if \gnew keeps up hi- criticism "he m.i\ find himself
being boomed for president..."--quite a rash statement from someone who should have learned more after ll'6l about the people ■
sentiments.
\nd those sentiments seem to echo throughTthe intended humor
d the bumpei stickers urging am would-be assassins to "Gel
>pir. first."
1 ven the White Mouse, .is was made i liar a few weeks ago, wants
no credit fol -hat the vice-president has to sav. It was officially
slated that vgnevv'a remarks are his own. and in no way reflect
administration poli i >.
I he speculation that President Nixon had made .in extremely poor
choice for a running mate has heen borne out.
Ml that can lie hoped for now is that the President Stay healthy.

letters to the editor
Real treat
We've now heard from two
greek-lovers that greeks love
everybody and condemn no one.
That's a bunch of crap.
In every antl-antl-war protest
you'll find greeks leading the way
bus'lng demonstrators' heads and
tearing up their cresses.
Also, anyone with long hair or
clothes that don't meet with greek
approval is talcing a chance walking by fraternity row, especially
at night.
Us poor old GDI's aven get
serenaded at night by the frat
boys singing their wonderful songs.
It's a real treat to hear the
"ca.mpus leaders" make fools of
themselves.
Harry Ausderan
232 Anderson

Students probed
On October 25, my family and I
had the pleasure of being the guests
of President Jerome during the
course of theHowllne Green-Mlaml
football game.
The beautiful weather, your
splendid stadium, and the cordial
hospitality of the Bowling Green
hosts contributed to a most enjoyable day, even Dough the final
score did not bring Joy to the
hearts of Miami boosters.
But more than anything else, I

ROTC stresses creativity
By WESLEY K. HOFFMAN
Faculty Columnist
Dr. Katzners notion that ROTC "represses creativity" (BG N'ews, November 6) misrepresents the
Air Force ROTC program In both logic and fact.
His Implied assumption seems to be that the military Is not creative and that Its members are
taught to follow orders Instead of to think for themselves.
Therefore, goes the reasoning, any academic program designed to prepare University students to accept commissions In the armed services must necessarily suppress creativity.
This Is an unfortunately stereotyped view of the
unreal conception frequently referred to as the
"military mind", and of military training In general, that simply does not square with the realities
of the Air Force ROTC program.
If the Air Force Is to fltflll Its public trust to
provide an aerospace military capability for the
United States, It seems self-evident that It must,
In these days of rapid diffusion of Ideas and even
more rapid technological advance, strongly encourage Innovation an-1 creativity In all areas of Its
concern.
To do less would not only Jeopardize the security of this country, but would threaten the survival of the Air force Itself as a viable military
department.
The .Mr Fores fully recognizes that tomorrow's military prohlem.i cannot be solved by yesterday's Ideas,
and that the strategies and tactics of World War
II are not appropriate to the conflicts of today.
Perhaps more than any other segment of society,
the military Is aware of the fact that outmoded
concepts can spell national disaster.
l-ememher the Maglnot Line'' liut this Is perhaps
peripheral to the Issue because the Air i orce does
.not teach military tattles In Its HOT', classrooms.
The Air 1 orce, like other branches of th* military establishment, seeks officers with highly developed leadership and judgmental abilities.
In the Air I orce HOT' academic program, therefore, an attempt ts made to provide the kind of aca-

demic atmosphere which will encourage students to
think critically and creatively, to speak and write
effectively, and to accept responsibility willingly.
Classes are conducted In small groups, and In
the Junior and senior years, In a seminar-like environment. Individual treatment Is the rule, not the
exception. Juniors and seniors rarely listen to lectures, but Instead actively participate in 'Jus learning
process through group discussions, problem-solving
situations, role-playing exercises, student briefings,
and the like.
The Instructor makes no attempt to impose his
ideas on the class; there are no "school solutions".
Students are expected to become self-prop-j'led toward
the learning process, and to search for the truth,
responsibly, through Inner motivation. Instructional
emphasis Is placed on how to think, not what to think.
ROTC should not be alleged to repress creativity
simply because It Is ROTC and Is therefore, In the
eyes of a few faculty members, not academically
respectable.
As the White Paper Itself points out, "Creativity
can enhance all aspects of a university's life, from
the framing of financial policies to the administration of residence halls...", and by extenslonone might
add, "to the conduct of the ROTC programs."
And why should one academic discipline be attacked as being less creative than another? Is history
more creative than accounting? Does mathematics
offer less opportunity for creativity than philosophy?
For that matter, Is art always creative?
Every student has experienced the occasional professor who will tolerate no challenge of his views.
Every professor Is familiar with the student who
seems to display no originality.
The point Is that the encouragement or repression
>t creativity Is not a function of the subject taught;
It Is a function of the Instructor's teaching philosophy and the student's response.
If, as the White Paper asserts, the mission of the
University Is to provide the situations anil environment must conducive to the enhancement of the creative capacities of Individual persons, then Air Korea
ROTC. goals are closely allied with that mission.

was tremendously impressed by
the appearance and the behavior
of the student body of Bowling
Green State University.
All of us In the Miami party
commented about the manner of
dress and the tremendous Impression made on us by the students
we observed In the stands.
Your enthusiastic support of the
team and the band and other persons participating in the events was
most inspiring.
Therefore. I cannot resist the

urge io write and congratulate the
Bowling Green student body on
having so much of which to be
proud.
We saw only well-dressed lades
and gentlemen In your student audience, and we were thrilled by
your patriotism and enthusiasm,
as well as good manners.
You can be very proud because
you have much going for you.
John E. Dollbols
Vice President
Miami University

Silent majority speaks out
Contrary to popular belief, there Is a silent majority, and in refutation to the editorial of Nov. 5,1 would like to voice at least one opinion
from us mutes.
Although President Nixon did not announce any significant changes
in his policy toward Vietnam, he does want to get out of the Far
East Just as rapidly as anyone else.
The reason the editors of the BG News and the many other sheep
cannot see this Is that Nixon governs with his mind open. He Is not
as narrow-minded as those who lgnorantly call for Immediate withdrawal.
The editorial stated that we should pull out of Vietnam lock, stock,
and barrel. In fact, It stated "the President owes It to the American
people to take that chance for peace."
We of the majority maintain that Immediate withdrawal would yield
at best a slim chance for peace, and more likely would open the door
for Increased Communist aggression.
To turn our tall and run from Vietnam would surely lead to more
"Pueblos" and to more and costlier Vletnams.
The main reason the editors feel we should get out of Vietnam at
any cost Is because "the U.S. has already los>. (the war). . . thousands of young men have died." It seems to me that more than a few
thousand soldiers died in the world wars and nobody claimed we lost
those wars.
The point Is the deaths accumulated on one side of the ledger
Is hardly sufficient evidence to declare a war lost.
They further reason that the President's plan "hinges on the hope
that Hanoi will sit Idle while we proceed to save face . . ." On the other
hand, the editor's plan hinges on the hope that the entire Commjnlst
Bloc will remain Idle while we proceed to regain face.
We out here In the silent spot are not flag-waving right-wingers.
Nor do we believe that everyone who doesn't go along with out point
of view should be toted off to the old folks' home.
Rather we view the Vietnam situation with realistic open-mindedness. And from our point of view President Nlxm is taking the best
possible course in Vietnam.
Dan McGraw
420B S. Enterprise
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News.
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members of the 11 (i Newa Editorial etuurd.
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Newsline
Newsline Is a service of the BG News designed to help students
solve problems, answer questions, and get action. Call questions
Into the BG News on 372-2710, or send questions to Newsline, BG
News, 106 University Hall.
What is the Health Center policy toward students who come in on
bad trips from drugs? -• F.N.

Dr. James S. Olms, director of the Health Center, said there has
not been a firm policy set.
"We've only had one case this year. We put the individual to bed
until he felt normal, and then released him. He Is now under the care
of a psychiatrist," Dr. Olms said.
Dr. Olms pointed out that campus security was not called Into the
case.
He added that It was not considered a police problem. He
said a policy on drug users may be made If the number of cases Increases.
"We have been very fortunate so far. It will probably become a
police problem If the situation worsens," Dr. Olms concluded.
Is it possible for students to get faculty-staff parking stickers?
I have seen cars with faculty stickers that I'm sure belong to
students. -- L.T.

"Anythlng's possible, but It's highly Improbable," A. Inghram Mllllron, director of Auxllary Services, said. He added that there are
probably some students who have been Issued faculty-staff stickers.
"We will not Issue a faculty sticker to a student intentionally. If
we know the person Is a student, he will not get a faulty sticker,"
Mil I Iron pointed out.
He said that under special situations a student can be Issued a
special pink sticker to go along with his student parking sticker,
allowing him to park In faculty-staff lots.

Committee to study
students' complaints
Dissatisfied with something?
Those telephones still too loud?
Wish you could get your mall before 3 p.m.? Well why don't you
do something about It? Don't
grum'jle to your roommate, complain to Dr. Karl M. Schurr,
professor of biology.
Dr. Schurr Is one of seven members composing the Student Relations Committee.
The committee was appointed by
the Faculty Senate to Investigate
the
legitimacy of student complaints and bring them to the attention of the senate.
"Student Inabilities to communicate grievances may be eradicated
through this committee," suggested Dr. Schurr.
"The Senate has requested that
the committee research the controversial "Wnite Paper," the debated pass-fall system and the
dorm Integration question," said
~>r. Raymond Y eager, professor

of speech and committee secretary.
"We usually meet once every
two weeks but now we meet at
least once a week," said Dr.
Yeager.
In addition to investigating published complaints, the committee
welcomes such Irritations as the
telephone annoyance and the Inefficient mailing system.
"The committee's Influence is
minimal, said Dr. Schurr. "But
If It's a source of major Irritation, at least the committee can
bring It to light."
The other five comm'ttee members are Nell A. Poii'rnaim, Instructor In education; Wlllard H.
Gall tart, assistant professor of
quantltlve analysis and control; Dr.
H. Theodore Groat, associate professor of sociology; Robert J.
Keefe, assistant dean of education;
and Dr. Ralph N. Townsend, associate professor of mathematics.

MIDTERMS MAKING
A MONSTER
OUT OF YOU?

New dental clinic to open
for emergency cases only
By KATHY FRAZE
Dr. Donald Hllty, recently appointed University dentist, has announced that the Student Health
Center's new dental clinic will open
on a full time basis within the
next few days.
The clinic will be operated solely on an emergency basis. Appointments for routine checkups will
not be accepted.
Although several special cases
have been treated already this
quarter, Dr. Hllty said the clinic
will not be completely ready for
student use until all equipment
has arrived.
Mix - ups In equipment orders
have caused part of the delay, he
explained.
"We waited a mDnth and a half
for two chairs," Hllty said. "No
one knew where they were. Now we
finally have the chairs, but one of
the bases is missing. We still have
to wait for that."

Once all the equipment arrives.
Dr. Hllty said, the clinic will be
able to handle practically any situation thai arises. Very serious
cases, however, will be referred
to an oral surgeon.
Office hours will be from 8:30
to 11:45 a.m. and 1 to 4:45 p.m.
Monday through Friday, although

Director resigns
at Bromfield Hall
Robert H. Weber, director of
Bromfield Hall, has resigned, according to William F. Lannlng,
associate dean of students.
Lannlng said that Weber's resignation was due to "personal
reasons," and rumors that Weber
had been fired were not true.
Weber was an assistant hall
director last year an-1 worked In
the summer pre-reglstratlonprogram. He was appointed Bromfield
Hall director to succeed Derek D.
Dickinson, who was named assistant dean of students.
Lannlng said that Weber did not
hand In a formal statement of resignation. He added that plans for
naming a successor to Weber's
position are Indefinite.
. "I really liked the guy," said
Lannlng. " Every effort was made
to keep him here. If he came back
tomorrow, I'd rehlre him. I don't
think he'll be back, but I don't
know."

New. pt»»o by Brlon M.ll.n.

UNIVERSITY DENTIST-Dr. Donald Hilty, graduate from the OSU
Dental School, is the University's first dentist.

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?
Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens ... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-pak8 and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten the flavor?
Relax. You don't have
to worry.
A really
good beer like
Budweiser is just
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad about
that. We'd hate to think of all
our effort going down the drain

Yes?

SHED THE BLUES
AND READ THE NEWS

The BG News

Dr. Hllty explained he will be
available after hours In cases of
extreme emergency.
Dr. Hllty Is the University's
first full-time dentist Until this
year the University's 14,000 students had to depend on the area
12 dentists for dental treatments.

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble and extra expense that
go into brewing Buds. For instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.
So... it's absolutely okay
to chill beer twice.
Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

No?

Budweiser is the King of Beers.
i Bui you know thai.)
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC

• ST. LOUIS • NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMIUS . JACKSONVILLE
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■■From Associated Press

more about

credit cards

It's happening today

(Continued from page 1.)
mounting to less than $60. Calls
amounting to $60 or more result
In a prison sentence of one to seven
years.
A spokesman for Northern Ohio
Telephone Co. said the crackdown
In offenders Is the result of the
Increase In fraudulent credit card
use since the beginning of the fall
term at area colleges.
He also said that recent newspaper and magazine articles have
Included several credit card
numbers which their authors Implied could be used by anyone for
free long distance calls.
Company officials are presently Investigating 126 cases of toll
fraud. Fjjrty variations of fictitious
credit, card numbers have been
detected.

SArLING CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. In 102
Life Science Bldg.
FRENCH CLUB
Will-meet at 7:30 p.m. In the
Alumni Room, Union.
f LYING CLUB
Will meet from 8 to 9:30 p.m.
In the capital Room, Union.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
Will sponsor a panel discussion
on hallucinogens at 7 p.m. In 140
Overman Hall.
STUDENT ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
BOARD
Has applications for Student Advisory Boards available In 405
Student Services Bldg.
CONVIVIO ITALIANO
Will meet at 8 p.m. In 222 Education Bldg.
ENGLISH SEMINAR
With feature short-story and

novelist Dr. William H. Gass at
3 p.m. In 122 Library. The event
Is open to the public.
STUDENT RECREATIONAL SWIM
Will be from 8:30 to 10 p.m.
In the Natatorlum.
si;,.:-;.:..s ■..

Defense loans
Students receiving defense
loans who are graduating their
studies at the end of this quarter must have an "exit Interview."
The Interviews will be Nov.
18, 19 and 20 In the National
Defense Student Loan Office
(NDSLO), 305 Student Services
Building.
Students must report to the
office to schedule an appointment for an Interview.

JOHNNY LONDON'S

HOUSE of LEATHER
419 East Wooster Stroot

Bowling Green, Ohio

Toda^orld
I Compiled by Richnrd Prices

U.S. captures Viet document
SAIGON-Recaptured enemy document orders the Viet Cong to launch
heavy attacks and kill South Vietnamese village leaders near Saigon
this coming weekend to support the antiwar protest In Washington, U.S.
officials said yesterday.
But they cautioned that the document, found on the body of a Viet
Cong guerrilla 30 miles east of Saigon, may have been a propaganda
plant or circular aimed at boosting guerrilla morale.
Found last Tuesday by Australians near Vung Tau, a Viet Conj
headquarters area, the document said: "In support of the upcoming
struggle of the American people for the peace of South Vietnam and
the withdrawal of U.S. troops from South Vietnam, we are to launch
Intensive attacks In all aspects on the enemy on Nov. 14*IB."

Egyptian planes hit Suez
TEL AVIV—Egyptian planes attacked Israeli positions at the northern
and southern ends of the Suez Canal yesterday but the Israeli military
command said they Inflicted no da:mje or casualties.
The aircraft hit In the area of El Qantara In the northern sector and
at Port Tauflq In the southern end.
Four Egyptian planes flew In each attack which lasted a few minutes,
a command spokesman said. He added the planes never got more thin
two miles Inside the Slnal Peninsula, Egyptian soil occupied by the
Israelis.

Next to the Wooster Shop and Greyhound Bus Station
'Nocona Western Boots,
Belts and Buckles
'Midwestern Deerskin
Jackets
'Leather Sportswear
'Minnetonka Moccasins
and Sandals

Open Mon-Thurs
Fri-Sat

10 am-6 pm
10 am-6pm

"Rico Leather Billfolds and Gift Items
'Leather Bound Gift Items from Italy
'Handmade Navajo Trail Boots
'Handtooled Pursed from

Mexico
'Deerskin Gloves and
Handbags
'Handmade Moccasins,
Handbags, Belts and Boots
from Mario Cacciola of
Boston
_

It's happening again tonight!
at

Come In And
Browse Around

CALL 352-5221

UAO Annual
NEW YORK
Shopping and Theater Tour
Dec. 12 - 15 Approx. $135
Includes

Flight
Free-time Tours
Hotel
2 Shows
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Career
anning
acement
Service

Employment Opportunities

Aa a public service, UM BG
New« will be publishing the Interview Schedule of the Placement Office every Tuesday. Included will be the recruiting schedule for the following week, related advertisements, and Important announcements. Watch for this
section every Tuesday.

Bendlz Corporation - Open Schedule
U.S. General Accounting Office All Business Administration
Reynolds Tobacco
Company Sales
Rea Magnet Wire Company - Programmer Analyst, Accounting,
Chemistry

The following employment opportunities are available for the
week of November 17. Appointments for Interviews can now be
made In the Office of Career Planning and Placement Services, third
floor.
of the Student Services
Building.

NOVEMBER 21

NOVEMBER 19
Birmingham Publls Schools, Mich.
- Open Schedule
Van Wert City Schools, O. - Administration, Lib. Science
Algonac Community Schools, Mich.
- El. Ed.. Women's HPE
Mayfleld City School District, O.Open Schedule Cleveland City
Schools

PPG Industries - Chemistry
East Ohio Gas Company - Home
Economics, Finance, Accounting
Bureau of Federal Credit UnionsOpen Schedule
SCHOOLS

BUSINESS

NOVEMBER 17

NOVEMBER 17
Prentls Hall - Open Schedule
Burroughs - Markettw, Management
North Electric Company - Accounting, Economic, Ind. Management, Marketing, Personnel
Management
Dun and Bradstreet - Accounting, Marketing, Bus. Adm., Economics, English, Journalism,
History
Sandusky Newspaper - Journalism
Haughton Elevator -Open Schedule
Chemical Abstracts - Chemistry,
Math, Physics
NOVEMBER 18
U.S. Steel - Accounting, Bus. Stat.,
Economics,
Finance,
Ind.
Mgmt, Statistics, Economics,
Math
S.S. Kresge - Management Trainees
A.B. Dick Company - Marketing
and Sales Management Trainees
Anaconda American Brass - Open
Schedule
Keebler - Open Schedule
North American Rockwell - Accounting
NOVEMBER 19
Tyler Company - Financial Management Trainees
Allstate - Underwriting, Claims,
Accounting
Hasklns and Sells - Accounting
Society National Bank - Accounting, Economics, Finance and
Banking
B.F. Goodrich - Open Schedule
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
Physicist, Statlstlcsm Accounting, Management
Owens-Illlnols - Sales, Accounting, Marketing, Finance
General Telephone-Open Schedule
Price Waterhouse - Accounting

Flushing
Community Schools,
Mich. - Open Schedule
L'Anse Creause Schools, Mich. El. Ed., Men and Women HPE,
Home Ec, Math Music, Spec.
Ed.
Beecher Public Schools, Mich. El. Ed., Science, Soc. Stds.
Trenton Schools, Mich. - EL Fd.,
Spec. Ed.
Waterford Twp. Schools, Mich. Open Schedule
Adrian Public Schools, Mich. Open Schedule
Madison Local Schools, O. - EL
Ed., Ind. Ed. Music, Speech and
Hearing Therapy

Alpena Schools, Mich. - Open
Schedule
Wlllard City Schools, O. - EL
Ed., M&W HPE, Ind. Ed., Spec.
Ed.
Grand Rapids Board of Education,
Mich. - Open Schedule
Pontlac Schools, Mich. - EL Ed.,
Music, Special Ed.
Washington Local Schools, O. Open Schedule
Cleveland City Schools, O. - Open
Schedule.
Elkhart Community Schools, Ind. EL Ed., Chem., Physics, Speech
and Hearing Therapy, Ind. Arts
Walled Lake Consolidated Schools,
Mich. - Open Schedule
Detroit Public Schools, Mich. Open Schedule
Columbus Public Schools, O. Open Schedule

NOVEMBER 20
American Greeting - Artists
Union Oil Company - Retailing,
Sales, Management, Counseling,
Pen Central - Open Schedule
Hlgbee Company - Merchandising
and Management Trainees

■

Carman School District, Mich. Open Schedule
Lakewood Board of Education, O.
- Open Schedule
WUloughby - Eastlake City
Schools, O. - Open Schedule
Bureau of Indian Affairs - Open
Schedule
Birmingham Public Schools

Program advice
i

I

I

til |

NOVEMBER 20

NOVEMBER 21
Mentor Board of Education - Nearly all areas
Jefferson Schools, Mich. - El. Ed.,
Women's HPE, Home Ec, Spec.
Ed.
Flndlay City Schools, O. - Open
Schedule
Rochester Community Schools,
Mich. - Open Schedule
Southfleld Public Schools, Mich.
- EL Ed., Ind. Ed., Math
Schools City of Gary, Ind. - DlsL
Ed., EL Ed., English, Ind. Ed.,
Lib. ScL, Math, Miwic, BloL,
Gen. ScL, Spec. Ed,
Flint Community Schools, Mich. Nearly all areas
Wayne Community School District,
Mich. - Open Schedule
Pennsylvania State University
Graduate Studies In Business MS. MBS, PhD Interest
Columbia Public Schools

NOVEMBER 18

Accounting
- Math Majors
Combustion
Engineering, Inc.
A Leading Supplier of Capital Equipment,
Materials and Services for World-Wide
Industrial Markets.

Bowling Green on
November 19, 1969
For Combustion's Financial Training Program
Detailed Brochures Are Available at Your
Placement Office.

Join Some of Your
Alumni at the
Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland

I

The University Religious
Activities Committee offers advice, support, and financial asslstance to any group sponsor- j
lng a program religious or
charitable In nature.
Any student having project;:
suggestions or wanting furthsri
information should contact Bev-;
erly Demarsh, 25331 or Jim;
Gulnan, 22081.

Economists

Graduate Degree

Financial Auditors
Undergraduate - Business
Administration

Bank Examiners
Undergraduate - Accounting,
Banking anf Finance, Financial and
Statement Analysis
Traveling - Monday through Friday

DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Interviewing Teachers on Tues., November 18, 1969

APPLICANTS SHOULD WANT
CHALLENGING WORK
IN LOW INCOME AREAS

Trainees

Information and applications are available from
Dr. Rose Marie Schmidt, 476 Schools Center Building,
5057 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48202.
See your placement office for openings.

Degree: B.A. - A.B. - B.S.
Interested in Banking

SENIORS MBA'S
SENIORS MBA'S SENIORS

If you intend to make teaching your career
If you are proud to work with children and youth
If you want to associate with

an alert

well-qualified staff
Let us tell you about the advantages of teaching in

McntOT,

OlllO

Coming Nov. 21 Sign up in Placement Office

NEED YOU !
JANUARY ASSIGNMENTS IN ELEMENTARY GRADES. GIRL'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION. GUIDANCE. MATHEMATICS
SEPTEMBER ASSIGNMENTS IN ALL ELEMENTARY GRADES. ENGLISH. SOCIAL STUDIES. PHYSICS,
FOREIGN LANGUAGES, HOME ECONOMICS. SPECIAL EDUCATION. MATHEMATICS. LIBRARIANS, ETC
ITARYWC
Pf.lm<.Ml *»•>»»

SALARY SUM.

HOSPITAIIIATIOH

AND IMUHANCC

lIHiflll

CtaW A*.. DM !•,.,.■■,., .1 o..* c..«, t Bmtfc,
Mn ...n n.—, Warn, 1.....1 ci

MMRNJ C~».

L MPAITMCNT
•ILLOUCNIYIAlTlJlM CITY KHOOIS
■ KM IUCUO .VI Wt
I —..... M «—!.., C— - Ni

LIII

>. INI

•

IF YOU WANT A CAREER THAT OFFERS
• RESPONSIBILITY -CHALLENGES- INDEPENDENCE
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING FUTURE IN THESE
PHASES OF MARKETING • SALES PROMOTION • SALES
MANAGEMENT • ADVERTISING • MARKET RESEARCH
• MERCHANDISING... THEN FIND OUT ABOUT
THE VICK EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN FIELD MARKETING MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCT MANAGEMENT. TALK TO THE VICK
REPRESENTATIVE

nuauowY. MO um

SIGN UP NOW AT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

Equal Opportunity Employer
US Citizens Only
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Stokes sworn in for second term as mayor
CLEVELAND (AP)—Carl B.
Stokes was sworn In for a second
term as Cleveland's mayor yesterday morning by Cuyahoga County
Commissioner Hugh A. Corrlgan.
The 42-year-old mayor, the first
Negro mayor of a major U.S.

To The 11
from Heaven:

city and the first Negro re-elected
to a second term, told the 1,500
people gathered to hear his Inauguration speech in the council
chamber of city hall that 30 m'lllon
people go to bed hungry In the
United States. His Job In the coming
two years will be to clothe the
naked and address himself to the
educational and health problems
of the city, he said.
He said he hoped citizens of the
county realize the Impact of tin
Vietnam War and the drain of
resources it causes. He said he

plans to talk to the mayors of
other cities and urge them to see
their Congressional leaders to try
and divert more money to the
cities.
Stokes said he hoped to reestablish priorities to meet the
needs of the people of the United
States.
Talking specifically of Cle/eland, Stokes said he was going to

seek the passage of a gun law. He
said that most of the 240 people
killed In Cleveland this year were
slain by gunfire.
He said that no matter how large
Cleveland's police force was, easy
accessibility of guns would keep
the city streets unsafe.
Improved Jobs, recreation, and
health services are of little good,
he said, If people cannot breathe

air, drink the water or get around
the city.
Stokes said he would rededlcate himself to bringing the people
together. "Unity does not mean
uniformity," he said.
He said it was wonderful to go
from one part of the city where he
ate chitterlings and black eyed
peas to another where he ate
klelbasl.

December grads

Teen-age boy
holds hostage
in hijack try

Are Clouds Really
Made of T.P?
Alpha Phi Love,

THE
ACTIVES

Campus Market
Wanted:
Research & Marketing Representatlves Earn as much as
$1,000 plus Bonus 5-10 hours
•
per week
Write to: College Marketlng Corporation
119 East
38th Street New York, New
York 10016

VIETNAM STALEMATE

Candidates for the Dec. graduation must place their orders for
cap and gown rental at the University Bookstore, Student Services Building Immediately.

SPEAKER: Dr. Daniel Grady, Acting Chairman
- Political Science Dept. Antioch College
PLACE : Student Services Bldg.

SKI CLUB
WILL MEET

TIME : Wed., Nov. 12th 7:30 p.m.

AT THE

CHAIRMAN : Dr. Gary Hess, Graduate Advisor
History Dept.

GIGOLO

SPONSOR : WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY INVITED

THIS IS THE LAST WEEK
TO USE YOUR
TREASURE
CHEST KEY
AT
NICHOLS
CLOTHIERS
Two Reserved Seat Tickets on
the 50-yard line for the
Northern Illinois Game
$200 worth of Gift Certificates and Valuable Prizes

CINCINNATI (AP)—A 14-year
old boy who held an 18 year-old
girl as hostage with "a great big
knife" tried unsuccessfully yesterday to hijack a Chicago-bound
Delta Airlines passenger plane at
the Greater Cincinnati airport.
The boy, who first said he wanted
to go to Sweden and they said to
Mexico, yielded to calm-talking
airport police chief Byron Klnman
an 1 dropped his knife to the floor
as the plane waited for a takeoff.
It had 68 passengers and a crew
of five aboard.
Klnman and other airport officers had boarded the plane after
It went to the runway and then
circled back to the airport.
The youth, quickly taken Into
seclusion by FBI agents and seen
weeping as he was being questioned
in the airport fire department
office, was Identified as David
Lawrence Booth of suburban Norwood.
His hostage was Gloria Jean
House, 18, of Milford, another
suburban town.
Miss House said she was standing at an airport gate when the
youth approached, grabbed her
around the neck and held a butcher
knife at her side. She said he told
her he also had a bomb. Police
said it turned out to be a bottle
of Ink with a wick In it

to
LAZARUS
in
Columbus Dec. 6
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

BG 8:00
Columbus 10:30
Columbus 4:30
BG 7:00

Cost $5.60

THERE ARE STILL 32 WINNING KEYS SOMEWHERE ON CAMPUS

Sign up in UAO office
3rd Fir. of the Union
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Negro colleges looking for black profs
ATLANTA.GA. (A.P.)-Predom1 nantly Negro colleges In the South
are feeling significant effects of
raids on their staffs by major
colleges and universities Intensifying their search for black faculty members.

"We're going to have to offer
them anywhere from $18,000 to
$22,000 annually to keep them and
that's more than we can afford,"
says Dr. Edward J. B-antley, vice
president of Clark College, a Negro
college In Atlanta.

1

A uniformed policeman turns a group of anti-war demonstrators away from the entrance to the street at Key Biscayne where President Nixon has his Florida White House.
Nixon was away from the compound vacationing in the Bahamos when the group of estimated 350 demonstrators sang
ond chanted as they marched near thenentrance to the compound. (AP Wirephoto)
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Catch a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Hold the magic
of a sudden breeze.
Keep those moments alive.
They're yours
tor a lifetime
with a diamond
engagement ring from
Orange Blossom.
I

Certified Gemologitt
Member American
Gem Society

Dill Jewelers
II
129 S. Main St

354-2024

The recruiting Is not being done
only by white Institutions. A number of Negro college presidents
said big name black universities
are recruiting in smaller black
schools, too.
"Money Is undoubtedly the single
biggest attraction to our black
teachers who leave to join white
institutions," said Dr. Luther Foster, president of Tuskegee Ala.
Institute.
Howard University In Washington, D.C., says it has lost half
a dozen key professors to the lure
of higher salaries.
While most of the black college presidents contacted felt
money was the biggest attraction,
Dr. Vincent Harding, who heads
the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Center In Atlanta, says most
are leaving for the chance to do
serious research In black studies.
Many of the large, predominantly
white Institutions are seeking directors and Instructors for their
black studies prosra n--. Particularly affected Is Howard University's 41-year-old Department
of African Studies.
Most of the college presidents
also felt that the recruiting of
their black staff was significant,
but not critical.

Ski Club organizing
intercollegiate group
The Ski Club is forming an intercollegiate skiing association
which may receive national recognition in the future.
Allen Goldstein, ski club president has contacted several colleges,
including Toledo University, Kent
State, John Carroll, Ohio State,
Cincinnati and Baldwin-Wallace,
as to the possibility of forming
the organization.
The Intercollegiate organization
will act as a clearing house for
Ideas, literature and movies. It
will emphasize social participation
with other schools, Involving group
trips and ski racing.
"Being optimistic, I'm expecting
recognition from national ski magazines," said Goldstein. It will be
the largest organization of Its kind
In the country."
Executive officers of participating ski clubs will meet at Brandywine Ski Slopes Friday and Saturday. Plans will be made for
an Intercollegiate winter carnival.
The Ski Club, now In its third
year, has expanded Its membership from 75 yo 200 students.
The Intercollegiate Skiing Asso-

ciation will act as an Incentive
for our club, plus all skiing clubs,"
said Goldstein, junior (BA).
The club has proposed several
weekend skiing trips to resorts
In New York, Pennsylvania, and
Michigan. On Febraury 6, the
skiers will travel to Seven Springs.
Other one-day trips In Ohio and
Michigan will be scheduled according to demand. Inner-club ski racing for all classes of skiers Is also
belli;; planned.
Many of the members of the Ski
Club are beginners.
"It's the finest opportunity to
learn how to ski," said lioktetpln.
The Ski Club has a culture committee which features lectures
on various aspects of skiing with
demonstrations for beginners.
Several members are certified >kl
Instructors.
Club members also participate
in buying, selling and trading
used equipment. Goldstein hopes to
get discount rates for memijerson
new equipment at specified ski
slopes.
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Okinawa's status causes leftist
protests, bombings in Japan
TOKYO(AP)-A week-long countdown to Prime Minister Elsaku
.Sato's departure for summit talks
with President Nixon onOklnawa's
return to Japan began yesterday
with a small bomb explosion, a
giant protest rally and the start of
a round -the-clock police alert.
Most po'.ltlcal observers expect
a major confrontation between the
government and leftist forces before Sato's plane takes off next
Monday for Washington.
All sides want Okinawa returned
to Japanese rule, but leftists claim
Sato la going to conclude an agreement maintaining the island
aa a tey U.S. military base.
' an apparent effort to blunt
[irgeonlng protest drive, Sato
rred separately Monday with
leaders of the opposition Komeltoclean government and Democratic-

Socialist parties and with the elected chief executive of Okinawa's
limited self-government
None of the three leaders expressed satisfaction with the
government's stand that It will
make no commitments In advance
of the Washington talks. The Socialists, who make up Japan's biggest opposition party, and the Communists boycotted the parley, calling It a farce.
Sato Indicated after his talks
with the opposition that Okinawa
would revert to Japan by 1972
with no nuclear weapons on the
Island. Reports from Washington
have said U. S. and Japanese negotiators already have reached such
an understanding but that the Island will remain a base for American military operations.
In an Incident police said appear

to be connected with Sato's forthcoming trip, a bomb went off at
4 a.m. at Tokyo'sChuo University.
It shattered two window panes but
no one was hurt.
Later, an estimated 12,000 persons assembled at Yoyogi, site of
the 1964 Olympic games, to declare their opposition to Sato's
visit.
They then divided and
marched to two nearby commercial
centers. Police said the de.-noastratlons were orderly.
Tokyo's
35,000-m.in metropolitan police force put all Its
men on a 24-hour alert for eight
days starting Monday and ordered
a 1,000- member riot control squad
on standby call.

More about

Association

HapplMss is ...
Helping others while helping yourself

(Continued from page 1.)
Greatest Hits."
The group debuted at the Ice
House In Pasadena, and performed
for several months In the greater
Los Angeles area before signing a
recording contract with Valient
Records.
Following four hit singles and
two albums, the group then came
under a Warner Brothers recording contract. The first release
under
this contract yielded
"Windy," and was followed by
"Never My Love."

For Education Majors, Happiness is...

Project Interaction or
Help a School Child Project
Apply today at Edac. Rm. 576

3 World War I 23 Land
measures.
chief.

PUZZLE
By

JI.N

ACROSS
1 Conduct.
5 The ultimate
atom.
10 Solar disc.
14 Afresh.
i.. i hi,I, i,.
Ill Where the
Old I ...IN
lived.
17 Geometric
figure.
IK W:
,
19 Canvas
ahelter.
20 Individual.
21 Charily
social.
22 Knibracc.
24 Salary boost.
2(1 Kind of song.
27 I'etlt.
29 Rock.
31 Bitter vetch.
34 WebbinH In
bird's feet.
311 Successes.
37 Urge
container.
M Tears.
39 French river.
41 Hill of fare.
42Compus*
point.
I.I Win,vessels.
44 Talked on
and on.
47 Ceremonies.
46 Poetic
contraction.
49 Fnker
premiums.
... I . ml drink
in Knaland.
52 Position at
bridge.
54 A company.
56 Hawk's
opponent.

4 Female
sheep.
5 Units of
distance.
6 Harangue*.
7 Reliquary.
II Devoured.
9 Warbled.
10Stars: comb,
form.
11 KITective
timcofU-D.
12 Centuries.
13 Tennis
courts
dividers.
21 Motion
picture.

A. Br.M«l
57 Amateur
broadcaster.
M Hodgepodge.
lil Harden.
63 Outdoor
sport.
114 Tear.
115 Frank,
lid Car.
(.7 Harasses,
lid Witnesses.
ii'.i Canter.
DOWN
1 Texas city.
2 Presently.
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43 Sandarac.

25 What "eheu" 48 Noisy /
sleeper.
means.
20 A dime, e.g.
51 Temper27 Wild outing.
ments.
21 New
53 LumberEngland
men's boots.
state.
44 Maixe.
30 Pronoun.
32 Hindu
65 Genus of
princess.
of olives.
33 Cufflinks.
56 Deceive.
35 Nov. II. 1918
58 Range of
event.
voice.
40 "What —
59 Debatable.
God
wrought?"
62 Negative
41 Mountain in
vote.
France.
63 Caress.
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Solution of Yesterday's Pnnle
CRYPTOGRAM - By Rita Salvato
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Yesterday's cryptogram: We saw one braw
BUHlBlU T HEIR

llSillLLUI

Scot, sturdily built who hud dared come skirling in gay mini-kill.

TWO .
MONTHS'
FREE.

7:30-10PM

WHYS A NICE GIRL
LIKE YOU FEELING
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olaytex
self-adjusting

—i)> swill

UNDERGROUND
MONDAY-THURSDAY

EVERY MONTH? THAT'S PREHISTORIC!

[ X 0%trm mbtorhtm

lutwinrin

ON YOUR FM DIAL
WITH THE SOUND OF

tampons

TRENDAR IT MAKES YOU GLAD YOU'RE A GIRL!
,

*<«5B

We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtex
first-day" tampons for only 50<.
You get more than two months' supply free.
There's no other tampon like
Playtex. Outside, soft and silky,
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra
absorbent, it even protects on
your first day. That's why we
call it the first-day tampon.
In every lab test against the
old cardboardy kind, the
•Baud 0' Ihe ivrisir

Playtex tampon was always
more absorbent. Actually 45%
more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular
tampon because of the unique
way it's made. Actually adjusts
to you. Flowers out. fluffs out,
protects every inside

inch of you.
Once you try it, we think
you'll love it. That's why we're
making you this special "two
months free" offer.
So go ahead. Use the coupon
and get more than two months'
supply free.

ulr ol If Ismponi pr'

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Here's 50C for my more than two months' supply of Playtex tampons.
Send in a plain brown wrapper, please.

I

City.
.State.
-Zip.
Mail coupon to: International Playtex Corporation, Dept. WV, 350
Fifth Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10001. Offer expires December
31, 1969. Please allow four weeks for delivery.

I

Q Regular

D Super

Student Med. Cntr.

Name.
(plfise print)

Address.

tnartes ii IH« l.itinx •! IntffiutWul Pinna C<».. Ont». Del. • 1MB I I««|I«"H fUirWa C-f

CAMPUS
BL00DBANK
NOVEMBER 12
:: 10-4 PM
NOVEMBER 13
:: 9-3 PM

I
I
I
I
I

Call UAO - 22344
for your appointment
Free Black Light Posters
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The BG News
106 University Hall
Dial 372-2710
Rates: 40? per line per day. 2
lines minimum, average of 5 worHs
per line.
Deadlines: 5 p.m. two days before date oi publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
advertisement placed.
Printed errors, which In the News'
opinion deter from the value of
the advertisement, will be rectified free of charge if reported
in person within 4B hours of publication.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
VATAN'S IMPORT AND GIFTS.
166 S. Main.
Rings, earrings,
bracelets, mosaic boxes — All
hand made. Wide variety of other
items.
Congratulations
cross country
MAC champs. We're proud too.
We luv ya all! Becky, Jackie,
Cath, and Phil.
She-B-T's congratulate Russ Haber for being elected to student
council.
Holiday Magic Country at the Delta Zeta House!
Hoy Girls - Watch for Lasalle's
2nd annual Villager Birthday Party. Full details in the BG News
on Wed., Nov. 12th.
Phi Psi's and Phi Delts - a belated thanks for the good times and
winning float. Sisters of Alpha
CM.

Congrats Jan, Student Council representative!! Your KD sisters.
Make your appointment with us
now. We want to classify you;
A,B,AB, or O. Nov. 12 or 13.
Call 2-2344 for your donor appointment.
Last day for sign-up for Panhellenlc Winter rush - Tuesday,
Nov. 11 8-12 am, 1-5 pm. 440
Student Services Building $1.00
registration.

Bev and Jan - no pledge class
ever had better pledge trainers
and friends. L.I.T.B. Your Pledges.
Alpha Chl's congratulate Sue
Chandler and Nell Blasse on their
recent engagement.
Panhellenlc Rushees . . don't forget the first rush meeting Wed.,
Nov. 12, 11:00 pm. in your residence hall. Commuters will meet
In Prout.

What a great way to spend a Halloween! Thanks, Betas, for the
tea. Alpha Chls.

Pam Hayes - the sisters couldn't
be happier for you and Bill. Congratulates on your Kappa Sigma
pinning. Alpha Chls.

Actives - 28, Pledges - O. Nice
try Pledgl. The Brothers of Phi
Kappa Tau.

Ski Club will meet downtown at the
Gigolo, Wed. at 8:00 pm.

Help! Ride needed Thanksgiving
Rochester, New York Area, will
share expenses. Call Carol 2-4231.

I searched high and low but I
found you, Sherrl. And I think
you're a great DZ Big sis. Your
"Little" Judy.

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
pm to 10:30 pm seven days a
week 352-5530.

Sigma Chi pledges say congratulations to Janls and Vic on your
pinning.

Sophomore Phi's - Get high for
the Scavenger Hunt. Let's wall.
Sheila, I really dig my Delta Zeta
big. You're the best. Love, Sharon.
Robbie, Happy 194th Marine Anniversary. Remember Paris 1968?
Pattl.
Holiday Magic Country at the Delta Zeta House!
Ken - We're mad about desert
boots, but not movers. Sue and Kris.

Lost: Girl's Silver Ring with oriental designs engraved on top. Personally valuable. Reward Call 3721451.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Apartment wanted 2nd and 3rd
quarters for 2 senior men. Call
372-1787 between 4:30 & 6:00.
Attention Male Grad Students-For Kent 4 Bedroom House 2
blocks from campus. If interested
call Watervllle 878-2199after 4:00
pm.

see the In-look
BEST DRKSSED
Thursday, Nov.
the Grand Ball-

One Smith-Corona elite and one
Royal typewriter Call 354-3382.

Alpha Phi's let's get high for
rush!

Sally Ann and B-I.lne: Get some
sleep at nlte and then keep off
my back! Alias Flem.

For Sale — One Alpha Chi sweatshirt, and a tarnished lavaller,
low mileage - cheap. Inquire 134
Georgia Ave.

Sheryl - to our "Phi-avorlte" best
dressed girl - good luck Thursday! Luv, the Pledgll.

Congratulations Buggy on your Fiji
pinning to Gerry. Alpha Chi love,
the sisters.

Single room — next 2 quarters
— Male student 353-8241.

Your our type. Try donating Nov.
12, 1-4 or Nov. 13 9-3.

Mom Bowen, lock your door! The
OCB's are coming. The Hooded
Claw.

Attention Phi Sophomores: Pledges say get high for the scavenger hunt!

Ken - thanx for the "Hideout"
and the hospitality - Alpha Phi
Pledges.
Jan - Happy Birthday. No one deserves It more than you. Alpha
Gamma Delta Love - Sunshine.
The Phi Mu's congratulate new
washboard band members; Claudia Bevack, Kathy Hoynacke, Linda Mills, Janle McEwen, Leigh
Perry.

If you want to
now, come to the
GIRL CONTEST,
13 at 7 p.m. in
room.

LOST AND FOUND

JKG: You have a hang up if —
you don't think the Uth Is great!
Luv— Suzy Snowflake.
Hey Girls - Watch for LaSalle's
2nd Annual Villager birthday party. Full details in the BG News
on Wed. Nov. 12th.
Alpha Chi pride and congratulations to Debbie Davis and Cheryl
Fly on their Alpha Lambda Delta
and Kappa Delta PI Initiations.

206 Pike — What do you to get
up to at night — sweet dreams
- 206 A.
SAE's: The CI won't ever be the
same after our tea. Thanx for a
great time. We're ready for another. The XI's.

Part-Time
Sales
For Juniors
or Seniors
SALARIES
& COMMISSIONS
«. FXPENSES

INTERVIEWS:
Mon. I Tons.
Nov. 10th I 11th
AT
Howard Johnson's Motel
4 p.m. ond 7 p.m.
ask for Mr. Dehn

'62 Ford very exc. shape low mileage, $400, 353-3635 or 362-5673
evenings.
'63 VW low mileage, good shape
only $550 or less. 353-3635 or
352-5673 evenings.
1959 Willys Jeep; $500 exc. condition, full 353-1891.

UA0 sponsors
Open Chess
Tournament

Make an
executive
decision.
Check out
Federated
Department
Stores,
Inc.
Writ*
Federated Department Stores Inc.
Director of
Executive Resources,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

It couldn't hurt.

Wanted 1-2 Female - Srs. or
grads for apt. winter quarter only
Call 354-7244 after 6 pm.
Dk. Brn. fall, washable human
hair; eve. gown, size 9. 353-1292
after 3:00. All day Sat.
For Sale: 196 Chevy Super Sport
' 6 syllnder. Good condition $895
Phone 354-0371, or call at 917
Sunset, Bowling Green.
For sale: Almost restored 1959
Austin Healey Sprite $600 Randy
344 Bromfleld 2-3789.

more about

Moratorium
(Continued from page 1)
the capital. Units were not Identified but they would be in addition
to about 28,000 troops already avallable In the Immediate Washington area.
"As a part of our precautionary measures," a Defense Department spokesman said, "certain
commanders
have been
advised to Insure that the responsiveness of their units is appropriate to meet possible needs
should
this be requested by
the Jusilce Department."
The major suggestion of trouble arose when New Mobilization
organizers and the Justice Department clashed over parad 3 permits for the march to Saturday's
rally.
In the face of the conflicting
forces at work this week, the
traditionally low-key Veterans Day
ceremmy at Arlington National
Cemetery took on new meaning.
Deputy Secretary of Defense David
Packard is scheduled (o lay the
presidential wreath on theTomoof
the Unknown Soldier.
Veterans Administration chief
Donald E. Johnson sent kits of
suggested materials for Veterans
Day observances to 100,000 school
and community leaders. In enclosed letter, Johnson said antiwar demonstrations "give those we
seek to honor on the battlefield
a totally distorted picture of our
appreciation of their sacrifices."
Vice President Splro T. Agnew
spoke again Monday against the
antiwar demonstrations, terming
them a po'ntless "carnival in the
streets" that proves nothing and
urging Americans "to raise our
voices in spirited defense of the
most successful society the world
has yet known."

UAO
sponsored
Rubber
Bridge
Tournament
Nov. 16 1:30. pm.

Nov. 15
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
in Historical Suite
of Union
Both teams and individual
players can enter the 5
round Swiss style tournament. Competitors must
play all 5 rounds.
Teams consist of 4
members.
Trophies to 1st, 2nd, 3rd
high teams.
1.00/entry fee
3.00 team fee
Register at UOA UAO
office before November 15.

Judge Julius J. Hoffman
sentenced Black Panther
leader Bobby G. Scale, above, to four years in prison on contempt charges.
Hoffman also declared a
mistrial for Seale, separating him from seven other
defendants
charged with
conspiring to incite rioting
during the 1968 Democratic National Convention in
Chicago. (AP Wirephoto)

"Drugs" panel
is first of series
by chemistry club
The Chemical Journal Club will
sponsor a public panel discussion
on "Hallucinogens," tomlght at
7 p.m. in 140 Overman Hall.
The panel consists of Dr. Irwln
Oster, professor of biology; Katzner, assistant professor of philosophy; and Dr. John P. Scott, professor of psychology.
Meml«rs of the Chemical Journal Club
are rebuilding their
organization to show that the chemistry department is active in today's problem;.
More panel discussions and tutoring programs are planned. By
offering these programs, the club
hopes to help students become
aware
of
activities outside
of classroom.

Special
week-end
Service!
• VfekY r-rllDAY
I rcECT TO:
CLCVE^AHO

Alumni Rm.

S6.45 ONE V'AY
OLUMBUS
$5.75 ONE WAY

50<t/person

'.'.'ove direct
fron- campus

Anyone needing a partner
should call Mrs. W. Steidman

353-7574

return Sunday
Jnily service
For tickets and
information
Phone 353-5982

Make reservations by
picking up entry blank
at UAO office or main
desk of housing unit.

GO GREYHOUND
ond leove the driving to us
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Sid Sink battles injury
to break string first

IN THE BAG Six of Bowling Green's first seven finishers bask in the glory of a Mid-American conference championship. From left, Tracy Elliott, Steve Danforth, Dave Wottle, Sid Sink, Dove Olson
and James Ferstle.

Polo squads
net two wins

KAPPA DELTA

The University water polo squad
clowned the ClevelandOlymplc Club
17-3 Friday while the reserves
nipped Lima 10-8.
Wayne Rose and Tom Williams
led the regulars to the route of
Cleveland by scoring six goals
apiece.
"We've made a great deal of
Improvement as the season's progressed," said Falcon coach Tom
Stubbs. "This was our last game
of the season, giving us an overall
mark of four wins and five losses,
but we're already looking forward
to next year."
The Falcons' reserves used five
scores by Steve Mabry to down the
Lima Club.

WELCOMES
HER
NEW
SISTERS!!

FOR ENJOYMENT IN EATING OUT
WE HAVE 3.2
DRAUGHT REER

By JOH V MASS
Sports Writer
As he cams across the finish line breaking the string for first
place, a warm and hearty applause rang: out for Sid Sink as he won
his second Mid-American Cross country championship) in a row.
The terrific battle for the honors was carried over a six mile BG
golf course for the MAC finals. The All-American's main rivals
were Bob Bertelson, from OU, and Western Michigan's Jerome Llebenberg. These three were set off from the main group of runners
by a large margin early in the race as they fought it out for the
determining lead for first place.
Not only did the Falcon cross country captain Sid Sink receive the
warm welcome for his first place finish but he performed a minor
miracle, hardly practicing for the last two weeks because of an inJury.
"It's great. I always wanted to be on a championship team," said
Sink. "I think it's the greatest thing that ever happened, especially
the way It happened. The cross country team expected It, no one
else. Maybe the greatest part was seeing Western and Miami walking around after the race with their mouths hanging out."
The harriers' hopes were very low last week with their star runner out with a pulled tendon. If Sink couldn't have run then the Falcon squad would probably have been lucky to place fourth. Instead
Sid struggled through, and helped pick up BG's first triumph In the
MAC'S history for cross country.
"The doctor okayed Sid so he practiced Thursday anl Friday Just
two days before the meet," explained cross country coach Mel Brodt,
"he did a tremendous Job."
"Just another cereal bowl for his collection," was a side comment
from the second greatest BG runner Paul Talklngton, as Sink recelveed the trophy at the awards stand.
The only comment th.-t Sid could utter before he led the team,
carrying coach Brodt to the steeple-chase pond and throwing their
tutor In was, "It feels great"

MARKV
Now Playing

EntertainmenP
Fri. & Sat
8:00till 1:00

NOON DAY
SPECIALS $1.25

BAKER'S DOZEN?--Not quit*, as tfw harrier championships gat
underway with 42 runners from the six competing universities heading around the course.

We're lovin' our
phi-nominal" bigs!!

Alpha Phi Pledgii

4tMk$
Open Sunday
from II it.iti. to 7 p.m.
•

HAPPY
HOURS

Dining lioom
Open Monday thru Iriday

11 a.m. to t0:30p.m.
Saturday till 11 p.m.

Cheaper
in the long run.
Cocktail Lounge
lill I a.m. Nightly

4KX) TO 5:00 &"»«/««* *oom lor.Ml Occasions
a
DAILY
Regular Menu At All limes

DANNY'S

HIDEAWAY

893 S. Main
ACROSS FROM BARGAIN CITY

Gos W'll ne.fr < .'Vl you much l^Ou " 9*!f about
'.'7 miles k» tho qal'-in I
And I'M« om^i/ni c.\ o ' vo,> uso is Mie a d'op tn
the bjdt*! (It only tokos 7 7 quo'is and atmes'
n#».c neods «".,.,■ bo!v.con rhongos )
And <i o onq-n.' .$ Oi' (oolod. so you dcn'i hovo
to sponiia -od ■•nf*<V onh-dii'jc c- <os' inhibitors
And -:. _ go1 "".O*o thon voo' monoy's wO'th out
,t a S"f c' • t - 'ai'-und 4,7000 -l t«s|
Bo" d"*0 •' •>». bbjonj) o --'A W'sswagon is IUSI
o«"'ko' cj<" *(l'- quid, scf-'"- •
Y - rO
nVO'I l#tV ' t'-o JOC nd si- c1 tires

Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m.

Lot La Ricbe, lie. Afo

920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East \&)
(Opp. Ft. Findlav Shopping Center)
Phone: 422-6424
Findlay, Ohio

• UTHOwl.IO
Oi»ica
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Harriers upset foes for initial MAC crown
Uy JOHN MASS
Sports Writer

END OF THE LINE- As BGs Dave Wottle (7) nears the finish of
the six-mile jaunt. Wottle placed fifth in the pack, 30 seconds behind teammate Sid Sink.

Seven exhausted Falcon runners
•long with other teams, coaches,
and approximately 100 spectators
crowded around the score board
as the Mid-American Conference
cross country championship tallies
were being posted.
At first everyone's breath was
held until a loud unrestrained chorus of "Yaaa, Yipleeeee, etc."
came from an area of orange sweat
suits as the Falcon harriers realized they had won the MAC.
Starting at 11:30 a.m., Saturday,
on the IK. golf course, a herd of
42 runners broke loose at the
crack of a gun for the beginning
of the 24th annual Mid-American
Conference Crosscountry Championships. The six teams represented were BG, Toledo, Kent, Western Michigan, Miami, and Ohio U.
Western Michigan was picked as
the favorite to win this year.
Miami was also viewed as one of
thrt powerful teams as It placed
first In the recent All-Ohio.
But the outcome of the MAC
wasn't as anyone thought it would
turn out as the BG Falcons cam-in first with 44 points, beating
WMU by a point as they attained
45. Mla.Tii was next In line with
55 while O U held fourth at 68.
Kent State and Toledo both met
with poor showings as they
straggled in for fifth and sixth
place respectively.
The Individual race was a bitter
three man struggle for first place.
BG captain Sid Sink, Bob Bertlesen (OU), and Jerome Liebenberg
(WMU) set off from the main pack
of runners all trying to get the
decisive lead.
Sink started his kick at the three
mile mark where he began inching
away from liertelsen and Liebenberg. After not practicing for two
weeks because of an injury Sink
drove himself to the finish line
with a time of 30:21.9 for first
place. He was 13 seconds and 60
years In front of the second place
runner, Bertelsen, with a 30:34.
Sopnomore Dave Wottle was the
next BG scoring runner as he
finished fifth in 30:51. This was a
long leap for Dave from second In
the frosh MAC last season to a
varsity place this year.
In 10th place was Steve Danforth (frosh) who was the third
runner for BG. He and Tracy Elliott (frosh), who finished 11th,
were probably the main factors In
the win of the MAC title over
Western Michigan, as they out did
themselves for the hopes of the
team.
The last man scoring for the
Falcons was Jim Forstle (soph)
In 17th place. This was Jim's
first appearance this year In a
scoring position which turned out

Just right. He proved himself atan
opportune moment for the vjuad.
Other runners that attained 20th
and 29th places respectively were
sophomores Dave Olson and Rich
Breeze. These two were added
boosts to the harriers already
magnificent showing of a great
team effort.
"I thought It was a great race,"
said Paul Tarklngton, a graduate
harrier runner who finished In
third in last year's MAC.
"It wax the third fourth and

fifth men that really helped win
It," Talklngton said as he remembered the poor tea™ irffort
last year. BG placed 5th because
of the lack of depth In the lower
rank's of the squad.
"We were always shooting for
first and we finally did It," exclaimed a hearty and contented
Falcon cross country coach Mel
Brodt. "It's Just fantastic."
This was the first time that a
BG cross country team has placed
first in th» MA'..

PUSHING HARD--Sophomore Dave Olson churns his way toward
the finish line,the sixth Falcon runner to break the string. Olson's
20th place finish helped push BG to the MAC team championship.

BEST DRESSED GIRL CONTEST
Thursday, Nov. I3fh
7.-00 PM. Grand Ball Room

SEE YOU THERE!!

N«w. photo by Rich Reiter

CLOSING IN FAST--Sid Sink (6) moves up on Western's Jerome
Liebenberg during Saturday's MAC championships. Sink came in
first for the second consecutive year for the Falcons.

AWS Bigs and Littles
Get Together At
AWS Best Dressed Contest
November 13
Grand Ballroom at 7 p.m.

FREE
16 oz. BOTTLES OF PEPSI WITH EACH LARGE PIZZA

®*

FOR FREE DELIVERY
CALL 353-1444 or 352^177
Sunday - Thursday
Friday - Saturday
4:00 P.M. - 2:00 A.M.

4:00 P.M. - 2:30 A.M.
*
4

1
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Revenge sweet for gridders
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
ATHENS—Six weeks ago on a
warm Saturday evening Toledo
tempted Ohio University Into the
pit known as the Glass Bowl. Before they left the Rockets became
the first to uncover the shallowness of the Bobcat's title hopes.
The myth was shattered and the
league lined up anxiously for their
turns, starry eyed at the thought
of gaining revenge. The Falcons,
who camt- closer than anyone, ended a year's waiting with 23-16
revenge.
Simplifying the BG task was the
absence of Cleve Bryant who
almost single handldly shredded
the Falcons for the one point win
last season.
"I told our kids before they
came down here that Cleve Bryant
was not going to decide tha outcome of this game, we were go-

ing to," said Falcon coach Don
Nehlen, "Besides I'm not sure he
could have thrown any better than
(Steve) Skiver."
The Junior masqueraded in
Bryant fashion leading the Bobcats to a pair of third quarter
touchdowns that sent thoughts reeling toward last year in Perry
Stadium. But thedlsqulse fell short
under the Intense pressure applied
by the BG front wall.
Skiver couldn't run like Cleve,
able to gain only 29 yards In 16
carries. But most of all he couldn't
scramble In the backfleld.
The BG defenders treated him
roughly In the first half blanking
the Bobcats on 78 yards offense.
"I'm damn proud of this team,"
said Nehlen, "we Just took sole
possession of second place In the
Mid-American and I haven't seen
us go through this league with only
one loss In a long time."
And despite the often times erradlc offense they were Just two
seconds away from ihe Tangerine
Bowl and the league crown.
Statistics
BG
First downs
Rushing yds.
Passing yds.
Total yds.
Passes
Completed
Had Intercepted
Fumbles lost
Penalized yds.

Newi photo by Danny White
BAREFOOT BOY -The defense
holds again for the Falcons forcing Oil's Hunter Lane to make
a shoeless boot.

Ohio
12
16
114 101
180 213
294 314
31
28
16
12
0
3
0
2
69 26

"We were a sorry sight last
week (against Marshall)," said
Nehlen, "How you figure to play
a series against Miami, Marshall
and Ohio and lose to the one In
the middle Is beyond me," he
quipped.
Unfortunately for the Cats they
were the Falcon's only chance to
gain back some respect after the
embarasslng loss. The gam;'
started out similar to the Huntington shocker but the comparison
ended In the second quarter.
The Falcons drove for a touchdown on five plays after Honester
Davidson returned the klckoff 73
yards with 13:08 to play. Without any Interference from the Bobcats, Bowling Green Increased the
margin to 10-0 on a 42 yard field
goal by Art Curtis with 5:59 left
In the half.
Vern Wlreman, with a Ohio defender hanging on, threw across
field to catch Fred Mathews on a
cross pattern for a 16-0 lead with

GETAWAY QUICK- Vern Wiremon (13) looks for
somebody to give fh• ball to in BG's win over 97
OU.

ZEROING IN Defensive ends John Szychowski (81) and Phil Villapiano (42) show good containment of Bobcat quarterback Steve Skiver (12), as his time 'o release the pigskin is rapidly coming
to an end.
45 seconds left.

"We were sure we could pass
against them," said Wlreman,
"they blitzed and rifled and I had
to get rid of it in a hurry a lot
of times but we hit the man In the
flats."
The Bobcats never progressed
beyond their own 43 in the first
half after futile rushing attempts
that gained only 38 yards.
"Skiver did a good Job," said
Bobcat skipper BUI Hess, "but
we didn't get a good start and
didn't get rolling until the second
half."
"We didn't notice Bowling Green
being all that sky high in the first
half, It was Just our mistakes,"
he said.
Ohio University made effective
use of their one remaining weapon
All-Amerlcan candidate split end
Todd Snyder, to start a third
period comeback that began 11:59
into the quarter.
Snyder ran a footrace with Bill
Deming and hauled In a 32 yard
bomb from Skiver. Deming desperately tackled the speedy Synder
by the face mask and the Cats
were working from ihe five where
the Falcons almost held.
Snyder took Deming deep again
with seven seconds left in the
quarter only Bill had kept this time
from GrejShinn. Deming batted the
pass up but Snyder was on the

TUCKED SAFELY AWAY-Another BG completion
is tucked safely away in the mitts of wingback
Fred Mathews (26).

rebound and pranced the remaining seven yards unnv te.stei.
MAC standings
Toledo
BG
Miami
Ohio
WMU
Kent

W
5
4
2
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
3
4
4

Ohio sandwiched these explosive
plays around another BG score.
The Falcons had been unable to
get past their own 34 until a
five-play series carried them to
the Ohio 35 with Jim Murray
lugging the ball for 18 yards in
three carries. Then Vern rolled out
and lofted a precision toss to Bob
Zlmpfer
who
outraced
his
defender.
Ohio was charging and the
Falcons were powerless to stop
them in the third quarter.
"We pulled out another linebacker
and double - teamed
Snyder," said Nehlen, "We don't

have anyone that can run as fast
as him."
"I was afraid that the momentum went to Ohio.''
"We had our chance to win It,"
said OU's Hess, "but mistakes
broke our momentum."
Ohio coughed up two fumbles
and one interception In the final
half. Tom Merllttl made a diving grab for the interception early
in '.he fourth while the Cats ended
two consecutive drives with
fumbles on the BG 21 and 37
in the third.
With about eight minutes left
and the Falcons on the Ohio 26
the Falcons sneered at a field
goal situation and went for the
first down falling short by an inch.
"The kids thought they could
get It and this is their team and
game," said Nehlen.
Skiver was too much a stationary target for the strong Falcon pass rush on a desperation
pass series at the Ohio 15 with
a 1:32 left. The scrambling was
missed.

rEggy's yofcs

On top again
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
If you ever used to play marbles with the deadeye from down the
block, then you know how Bowling Green must have felt on the Athens
turf this past weekend.
Getting cleaned out of shooters, steelles, everything you owned,
brings a hollow, numbing sensation to the bottom of your stomach.
Life ends with the weightlessness of an empty cloth bag, or with
elimination from a conference crown.
Even if you had one last catseye, that final chunk of glass doesn't
hold much Importance after losing the rest of the bag.
There wasn't too mu:h to be gained from a win Saturday. The
Falcons could have quit without receiving many harsh remarks. They
could have laid down and played dead.
It wouldn't have taken much to roll over against Ohio University
either, what with Toledo firmly entrenched in first place and a Tangerine Bow1, bid in the hip pocket. After being humiliated in losing to
Marshall, a team which had chalked up 27 consecutive losses on the
big rectangular board, Bowling Green could have turned in the pads
for another year.
Ohio U. hadn't gone anywhere and a BG win would only put the Falcons In the solitude of second place, a spot where a tie was already
secured.
But with little at stake, BG bounced like a superball off a slab of
concrete. An Intangible named pride was the difference. The win
probably was even more significant than the strong shutout of Miami,
for It proved Bowling Green couldn't quit.
So now Is the time to look ba^k at what could have been. The tlmt'
to cry.
If the American flag hadn't been limp late on the afternoon of Oct.
12, Just when the villainous Ken C rots' right foot arced through a clunk
of Spaldlng, if a Rocket penalty hadn't been missed with two seconds
to go In the same skirmish, if a Miani defender hadn't fallen on a
Toledo pass play, a week later, well...
Which Just makes It more Impressive for Bowling Green, after all
that frustration, to have tripped Ohio University.
It wasn't the biggest win In coach Don Nehlen's career, but it must
have been one of the most satisfying.
A complimnnt by OU coach Bill Hess hit homo when he said, "You
can't start late In the game and expect to beat a good football team
like Bowling Green. They're a real strong squad."
And he is certainly right. The Falcons haven't stooped yet for anyone to leap frog over them.
They proved there's still some pride left when Bowling Green heads
out to the gridiron.

•

